pH-Responsive Nanoscale Coordination Polymer for Efficient Drug Delivery and Real-Time Release Monitoring.
Both excess dosages of drug and unwanted drug carrier can lead to severe side effects as well as the failure of tumor therapy. Here, an Fe3+ -gallic acid based drug delivery system is designed for efficient monitoring of drug release in tumor. Fe3+ and polyphenol gallic acid can form polygonal nanoscale coordination polymer in aqueous solution, which exhibits certain antitumor effect. Importantly, this coordination polymer possesses extremely high doxorubicin (DOX) loading efficacy (up to 48.3%). In vitro studies demonstrate that the fluorescence of DOX can be quenched efficiently when DOX is loaded on the coordination polymer. The acidity in lysosome also triggers the release of DOX and fluorescence recovery simultaneously, which realizes real-time monitoring of drug release in tumor cells. In vivo studies further indicate that this polyphenol-rich drug delivery system can significantly inhibit tumor growth with negligible heart toxicity of DOX. This system with minimal side effects should be a promising nanoplatform for tumor treatment.